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This document is part of a larger effort from EPMA to better describe the horseracing
sector in Europe and to track its health over time.
The document builds on a joint research investment by McKinsey and Company and
EPMA members on the horse racing sector in Europe, to describe the economic flows in
the industry and compare the funding of horse racing across countries, as well as to that
of other sports.
Building a comprehensive and rigorous fact base on the horse racing sector at the
European level will be a progressive and long term effort that will be repeated by EPMA
on a yearly basis in order to support their ongoing dialogue with policy decision makers
in Europe.

Members of EPMA are present in 10 countries, traditionally active in developing horseracing and horse
breeding (Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and United
Kingdom). They wish to share their common concerns about developing efficient regulations taking into
account the promotion of the equine sector and consumer’s fairness and protection.
AB Trav. Galopp (ATG), Sweden - Amministrazione Autonoma Dei Monopoli Di Stato (A.A.M.S.),
Italy - Fintoto Oy, Finland - German Tote GmbH, Germany - Société de la Loterie de la Suisse
Romande, Switzerland - Foundation Norsk Rikstoto, Norway - Pari Mutuel Urbain (P.M.U.), France Horserace Totalisator Board, Great Britain - Tote Ireland Limited, Ireland - Unione Nazionale
Incremento Razze Equine (U.N.I.R.E.), Italy - Wiener Trabrennverein, Austria.

McKinsey & Company is a global management consulting firm with 94 offices in more than 50 countries
around the globe. It helps leading corporations and organisations make distinctive, lasting and substantial
improvements in their performance.
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Foreword

The European Pari Mutuel Association, EPMA, has published last autumn a White Paper
followed by a fruitful conference last January, which demonstrates the permanent and
unbreakable link between the Pari Mutuel operators and the horse racing sector and the
ambition to promote its sustainable development. Our demonstration is reinforced by the present
study which shows the dimension of racing in Europe and the potential economic, social and
environmental impact it brings.

Moreover, the report is also a contribution to the debate experienced throughout the past
months, during which the European Council and Parliament asked for a detailed knowledge of
the impact of the gambling sector and the funding mechanisms in place. Commitments from Pari
Mutuel operators to the existence of horseracing cannot be diverted by inconsistent or non
compatible regulations.

Horseracing is more than a sport competition as it employs more than 300 000 people and
generates revenue of € 6 billion. Horseracing is better developed in countries where a consistent
legal framework for betting exists and where redistribution from betting is organized. This is
particularly true where betting is operated by Pari Mutuel structure. Horse breeding is an
essential occupation of our European rural area. Therefore the dynamism of the sector and its
health strongly depends on financial incentives such as prize money mainly supplied by betting
income.

We thank the Racing Authorities for the information provided which is of great help to this study.

Bertrand Bélinguier
EPMA Chairman
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Executive Summary

EPMA, European Pari Mutuel Association’s members, have demonstrated the sustainable
development of the European Horseracing industry through pari mutuel betting in the White
Paper published at the end of 2008. Ongoing national reforms on gambling give us a unique
opportunity to share our values, model and best practices by presenting the economic and social
contribution of the horseracing sector to the European economy.
The document builds on a joint research investment by McKinsey & Company and EPMA
members on the horseracing sector in Europe to outline its importance, to describe how horse
betting is critical to the funding of horseracing sector, and explores the frameworks that currently
apply to the organisation of financing in different European countries. Consequently European
wide research bridges the gap between various existing national studies and figures.

The study shows clearly that horseracing is an important and vivid sector in Europe with a
footprint on the European economy of EUR 6bn of economic impact.
Each one of the 170,000 race horses across Europe generates 1.8 jobs. The sector appears as
a significant contributor to economy in rural areas with horseracing-related jobs representing
more than 300 000 people.
The activity is critical in countryside preservation with 4% of European agricultural land
dedicated to horse breeding. European regions benefit tremendously from horse-related
activities (e.g. Basse Normandie, County Kildare and Newmarket), with races considered as
event of national importance bringing together spectators from all age and genders with an
impact on other equestrian competition and activities.

Betting remains the main component of horseracing funding. While most sports are financed by
households, broadcasting rights and “match-day contributions”, horseracing is 65% financed by
betting. Moreover, the health of the horseracing sector strongly relies on horse betting turnover
as a clear correlation exists across 10 European countries between direct employment in the
horseracing sector and horse betting turnover. The document also confirms that Pari Mutuel
contributes much more than the other betting models to the financing of the horseracing
industry.

For EPMA members, it was essential to demonstrate the link between the sector’s dynamism
and a coherent legal framework guaranteeing on a long term basis and at a certain level, the
return from betting through the Prize Money that is paid to the professionals of racing.
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The following points are essential to meet sustainable development of horseracing and should
therefore appear in legislative frameworks:

-

all agreed forms of betting must compete on equal legal grounds as far as tax and
horseracing funding are concerned. As demonstrated in our study, regulation that
discriminate betting operators that financially support horseracing can lead to a rapid
decline of the horseracing industry.

-

the level of return to players should not be a competitive tool (and therefore should be
upper limited) to protect players and match funding requirements.

These requirements are consistent with the conclusions of the European Parliament Report on
the integrity of online gambling adopted to a large majority in March 2009, asking governments
to take steps to regulate online and offline gambling with the objectives to protect consumers
and sport competitions.

The knowledge about the horseracing sector is pushed further thanks to the present study and
building a comprehensive fact base on the horseracing sector at the European level is essential
today and on the long term, an effort that will be repeated by EPMA on a yearly basis. Indeed,
the document explores the mechanisms in favour of its development and act towards the
improvement or modification of such mechanisms enabling a regular monitoring.

* * *
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Horseracing, an important and vivid sector in Europe

The 170,000 race horses generate more than 300,000 jobs. It is rich in events, with as many as
18 races per hour held across the continent (considering the period from 12am to 12pm). More
generally, horses play a significant role in the European landscape, with 4% of the European
agricultural land dedicated to horse breeding (exhibit 1).
The study outlines the importance of the horse racing sector in Europe, describes how horse
betting is critical to the funding of horse racing sector, and explores the frameworks that
currently apply to the organization of horse betting in different European countries.

Exhibit 1

European horse betting and horse racing industry – a large
and vivid sector
The European horse racing industry
The European horse
betting industry

People
▪ 40 000 breeders
▪ Over 300 000 jobs1
of which 155 000 people directly employed
Land
▪ 500 racecourses throughout Europe
▪ 4% of European agricultural land used to
produce horse feed2

▪
▪
▪

20 million punters
EUR 35 bn of bets
>EUR 1.6 bn of taxes
paid to governments3

Events
▪ 80 000 horse races per year
▪ On average 18 horse races/hour
(considering the period 12am to 12pm)
Horses
▪ ~170 000 race horses
▪ >EUR 390m of race horses public sales4

1 Estimates based on horse betting turnover when no direct information is available
2 Estimates based on 22 European countries
3 Calculated on 12 European countries (including all EPMA members except Austria)
4 Based on sales of 9 main European agencies/auction houses
SOURCE: EPMA; IFHA; UET; Ecus; PMU; 2009 updated information from Equus 2001; ATG
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Horse racing involves a variety of stakeholders

The horse racing sector comprises a number of very different players. It is closely related to the
rest of the equine sector and is also a key client of a number of other sectors and activities (cf.,
exhibit 2).
The horse racing sector is essentially organized around 3 categories of stakeholders:
•

Horse racing bodies (e.g., associations, racecourses) organize the sector and the races

•

Horse racing professionals (e.g., trainers and jockeys) are involved in the sport competition

•

Horse betting bodies organize bets on horse races

Some horse breeding professionals (e.g., breeders, stable staffs, veterinaries) are active beyond
the pure horse racing sector and are the link between horse racing and the wider equine sector.

Beyond these horse breeding and training professionals, participants in the other equine sector
can be considered in 3 categories, based on their use of horses:
•

Sports/leisure (e.g., riding schools and federations)

•

Tourism (e.g., riding tours organizers, farms dedicated to horse tourism)

•

Other (e.g., horse therapy centres, training schools)

Tourism and leisure activities are excluded from the scope of the study.

Other professionals directly, although not exclusively, benefit from horse racing activity (e.g.,
insurance agents, caterers, auction houses and brokers, etc.). Each State also extracts
significant benefits from horse racing activities through taxes paid by industry stakeholders.

Finally, numerous end users enjoy horse racing and other activities involving horses:
•

Race-goers and punters have a specific interest in horse racing.

•

Riders can be considered the end-users of the wider equine sector.
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Exhibit 2

The horse racing sector is closely linked with the equine
sector and beyond, flows through the overall economy

Total equine sector
End users
Specific stakeholder

Professionals at the intersection
horse racing/other equine

Impacted sectors
Not exhaustive
Horse racing
racing
Horse

Horse racing bodies – racing
associations, racecourses,
horse racing schools, …
Horse racing professionals –
trainers, jockeys, drivers, oncourse workforce, employees
of training centers

Other equine

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Horse betting bodies2 – Pari
Mutuel betting operators,
bookmakers, …

Punters

Owners
Breeders
Stable staff
Farriers
Saddlers
Veterinary
officers
Veterinary
technicians
…

Race goers

Sport/leisure – riding schools,
federations…

Tourism/other – farms
dedicated to horse tourism,
organizers of riding tours, horse
therapy centers, …

Riders

Indirect impacted employees/sectors1 – insurance agents, caterers,
broadcasters, carriers, contractors, journalists/photographers, auction
houses, brokers, farmers providing fodder, …
State
1 Assuming 100% of their activity is not dedicated to horses/horse racing
2 Partially active outside the horse racing sector (in particular, bookmakers who generally offer bets on a wide range of sports)
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Its footprint on the European economy is about EUR 6bn of economic impact
Revenues of the horseracing sector are coming from multiple sources (cf., exhibit 3):
•

Betting operators: use part of the bets they collect for their operating cost and to finance
the stakeholders of the horse racing sector

•

Owners: invest money in the sector to buy and bring their horses at the best level to take
part in races (all their expenses are indeed not covered by prize money and premiums
they receive from the performance)

•

Race-goers: provide direct contribution to the sector by paying racecourse entrance fees
and/or hospitality fees at racetracks

•

Other: the horse racing sector receives other contributions in different forms (e.g., State
contribution, sponsors’ fees paid by players other than betting operators).

In addition, on the basis of estimates for France, Finland and Norway, the rest of the equine
sector is estimated to generate close to the same economic contribution – roughly 90% of that of
horse racing - bringing the weight of the total equine sector to well over EUR 10 billion in
Europe.
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Exhibit 3

The horse racing footprint on the European economy
is significant, with EUR ~6 bn of economic impact
Approach to estimate horseracing impact/
other equine contribution
Horseracing impact on the economy includes:
▪ Betting operators' contribution: betting revenues
excluding returns to punters and governments
▪ Race goers' contribution: expenses incurred by
race goers during race days (admission fees +
hospitality when data are available)
▪ Owners' contribution: net expenses to train horses
and take part in races1
▪ Other contributions: e.g., revenues injected for
sponsoring (other players than betting operators),
State subsidies
Other equine impact includes: revenues generated
by sport/leisure activity and other activities
Perimeter:
▪ Estimates on 6 countries (France, Finland, Ireland,
Norway, Sweden, and UK)
▪ Extrapolation on Europe:
– Horse acing impact: rationale based on horse
betting market share of these 6 countries versus
Europe
– Other equine contribution: rationale based on
the average ratio equine contribution/horse
racing contribution calculated for countries
having disclosed these data

Key figures – Estimates in Europe
Horse racing impact

EUR millions

Other equine impact

11,820

5,630

3,950

Extrapolated other
equine contribution

1,880

Taxes paid by betting
operators (EUR millions)

2,070

2,250
670
1,580

1,290

680
610
6,190

840
550

400
440

220
330

530

330
200

2,410
1,520

890
Total

UK

France

Ireland2

250

1,120

0

Sweden Finland Norway
130

10

Other

15

1 No reliable data to include capital investment to buy horses
2 Excluding contribution from stallion/broodmare breeding
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; EPMA data; public data
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It employs more than 300,000 people (directly and indirectly)
It includes a number of very different occupations connected with horse racing. For example:
–

Trainers

–

Jockeys/drivers

–

Veterinarians

–

Farriers

–

Horse betting employees

Each one of the 170,000 race horses across Europe directly and indirectly generates 1.8
jobs. Horseracing-related jobs represent 2.4% of all agricultural sector jobs in Europe.
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It contributes to the preservation of the countryside
A number of regions across Europe have focused portions of their economic development on
horse racing (cf., exhibit 5).
In Basse Normandy, where the flagship racecourses, Deauville and Cabourg are located, 93,000
horses of 44 different breeds occupy more than 25% of agricultural land.
In County Kildare, home to 11% of Irish breeders and 23% of Irish horse trainers, the famous
Punchestown Festival generates about EUR 43m in economic impact, and close to 2,000 parttime jobs.
The town of Newmarket has been of pivotal international importance throughout the racing world
for nearly 350 years: 2500 racehorses in training, 65 stud farms including the National Stud,
associated industries and two distinct racecourses, the Rowley Mile and July Course, Tattersalls
Sales, the largest bloodstock sales in Europe, British Racing School, as well as the country’s top
equine veterinary practices and equine hospitals, saddlers, farriers, equine transport companies,
etc.
Across Europe, ~6.8 million hectares of land are used to breed horses.
Exhibit 4

In addition, horse racing contributes to the preservation
and care of a vivid countryside
Horses contribute to countryside preservation …

… as well as to land settlement. Some European regions
benefit tremendously from horse-related activities

Area needed to produce
horse feed
Million hectares – Europe2

Basse Normandie (France)

% of national
agricultural land
Percent

6.8

4

0,9

3

Iceland

France

Sweden
Finland
Norway

Estonia
Latvia
Russia

Lithuania
Denmark
R.S.F.S.R.

Ireland
Netherlands

Belarus

U.K.
Germany

Poland

Belgium
Luxembourg

Ukraine
Czech

Slovakia
Moldova

Austria
France

Hungary
Romania
Slovenia

Switzerland

Croatia
Monaco

Portugal

Corsica

Bosnia
Serbia
Bulgaria

Italy

Mac edonia

Montenegro

Spain

Turkey
Sardinia

Great Britain

0,9

5

Albania

Malta

Greece

Cyprus

Region profile
▪ 1.5m inhabitants
▪ 17 589 km
▪ 1st French region for horse breeding
Key facts on horse industry:
▪ 93 000 horses1 (~10% of French horse population)
▪ 44 different breeds1
▪ EUR 620m of revenues generated by the equine sector1
▪ 9 200 employees in the horse sector (including 933
employees in horse racing associations)1
▪ ~26% of the worth agricultural land dedicated to horses
(area for farms, grazing, hay production)1
▪ Well-known racecourses in Deauville and Cabourg
▪ Sizeable yearling sales in Deauville (EUR 26m)
▪ World equestrian games to be hosted in Caen in 2014
County Kildare (Ireland)

Italy

0,5

4

0,3

10

Sweden
Finland
Norway
Ireland
Other

0,1

0,1
0,1

3,8

5
6
1
4

Region profile
▪ 186 100 inhabitants
▪ 1 693 km2
Key facts on horse industry:
▪ 15% of Irish horse meetings
▪ 11% of Irish breeders and 23% of Irish trainers
▪ ~EUR 43m of impact on local economy and 2000 part-time
jobs generated by Punchestown festival
▪ ~EUR 28m of fees paid for in-training horses

1 2006 data
2 Calculated on 22 European countries
SOURCE: Conseil des Chevaux de Basse Normandie; 2009 updated information from Equus 2001; Tote Ireland; Internet
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Estimates of land use are available in Annex 2
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It can be a powerful tool for social cohesion and social integration
As leisure, horse betting is an extremely social activity, as demonstrated by an analysis of
French punters’ behaviour: two-thirds of punters have been “initiated” into the sport by friends or
relatives, and more than half bet in groups (cf., exhibit 5).
It attracts people, independent of social class, age or gender. As an example, the famous
Elitloppet race in Stockholm welcomes spectators of all ages (exhibit 5) as well as the Epsom
Derby, the Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, the Prix d’Amérique or Royal Ascot.
Exhibit 5

Horse racing also fosters social cohesion, …
Some races are events of national importance

Horse betting attracts numerous and various punters

Example – Elitloppet races in Sweden

Example – Profile of French punters

One of the world’s largest trotting race…
▪ Horses and drivers from 10 countries participated in 2009 race
▪ ~53 500 visitors
▪ ~EUR 28 m of revenues
▪ ~EUR 9 m1 of economic outcome for Stockholm
▪ ~EUR 1672 of average expenses for visitors

In France, horse betting attracts numerous people…
▪ ~6.5 million of punters
▪ ~600 000 punters/day
…with a diversified profile…
Breakdown by age

…attracting diversified spectators
Breakdown by age
Other
16%

18-34

Breakdown by origin

>49

25-34

Stockholm
inhabitants

21%
38%

55-64 17%
23%
23%

35-44

Breakdown by gender

Visitors 62%
Tourists

45-54

Women

25%
40%

42%
Men

60%

33%
35-49
…who are keen on betting in group
▪ 67% of punters began to bet through their relatives or friends who
already bet
▪ >50% of punters bet in group

1 2007 figure
2 Expenses for tickets, hotel, food, and shopping (excluding betting)
SOURCE: Elitloppet website; ATG; PMU report
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When it comes to social integration of the disabled, a horse is a strong animal often used to
support psychologically and recreate handicapped people. It allows them to develop and achieve
their best in a caring environment. With the aim of promoting integration of handicapped citizens,
the Fédération Equestre Internationale organizes the European Para Equestrian Championship
every four years, each time in a different country. The 2009 event took place in Norway, with
strong support from the Norsk Rikstoto.
Finally, horseracing is a truly European activity. Many racing circuits are organized across
several European countries (exhibit 6).
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Exhibit 6

… as well as social insertion, and embodies a truly European activity
Horse racing is a vector of social insertion…
Dedicated championships are organized for disabled people

… and a truly European activity
Several racing circuits are organized across different European countries
Circuit
Race category Localization of the circuit races
“European Grand
Circuit”
13 races
Created in 1956

Key facts on European Para Equestrian Championship
▪ Organized by FEI (Fédération Equestre Internationale), the international body
governing equestrian sport
▪ Held every 4 years
▪ Next edition to be hosted by the Norwegian Equestrian Federation in August
2009 (partners include the betting operator Norsk Rikstoto)
▪ Dedicated to equestrians from around the world, with a wide range
of disabilities (athletes are classified according to their level of
disability/impairment)
▪ 2 disciplines: dressage and driving

Para equestrian sport is based on the principle
that a disability should not impede one from
competing and achieving personal bests (FEI)

“Gallop Challenges1”
15 races
Launched in 2006

Trotting

Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Italy
Norway
Sweden

Gallop

France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Switzerland

Trotting
“European Circuit of
French Trotting”2
3 races
Created in 2007
“Mediterranean Flat
Flat
Jockey Championship”
6 races
Participation of more than 7
nations (only few are listed)
Launched in 2005
“Challenge European
All Weather”
5 races
Created in 2002

Flat

Belgium
Spain
Switzerland
Algeria
France
Greece
Italy
Morocco
Spain
France
Germany
Italy
Sweden
UK

1 "Les Défis du Galop"
2 "Tour Européen du Trotteur Français"
SOURCE: FEI; PMU; Internet
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Betting is key to horse racing sector funding

Betting is the main component of horse racing funding.
While most sports are financed by households, broadcasting rights and “match-day
contributions”, horse racing is mainly financed by betting (65% on a global basis).
Flows are schematically described in exhibit 7.
Exhibit 7

Betting is key to horseracing funding
Horseracing has a specific
financing mode, relying essentially on betting and
owners investment

Betting operators have a key role in organizing
bets and funneling economic flows to the industry

Revenue sources

Revenue breakdown for
global sports market and
selected sports
(2008 estimates1)

Owners
Betting
Commercial
Broadcast

Horse racing professionals
▪ Trainers
▪ Jockeys

▪ Owners
▪ Breeders
▪ Others

Payment of prize
money/bonuses

Matchday
Raceday/broadcast/
other commercial

Race courses
41%

22%

30%

45%

20%
36%

Redistribution of a share of betting
turnover through:
▪ Net profit
▪ Levy
▪ Non mandatory returns to racing
associations (e.g., sponsorship)

38%

23%

65%
44%

37%

Global
sports
market

Betting operators

41%
25%
Big 5
European
football
leagues

18%
British
Rugby
Union

15%

NFL
Horse(American racing
Football)

Winnings

Bets

Punters

1 2006/2007 data for Big 5 European football leagues; 2006 data for British Rugby Union and Horseracing
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; Deloitte data; PricewaterhouseCoopers data
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Betting can take two different forms: Pari Mutuel and fixed odd bets
(cf., exhibit 8)
Pari Mutuel, which is, worldwide, the most common type (74% of horse betting stakes):
Bets are placed together in a pool, and final payout is not determined until the
pool is closed and the race is run
– Pay-off odds are calculated by sharing the pool among winning punters after a
known take-out (for State contribution, a return to the horse racing sector, and
operator's expenses)
– Betting operators’ profit is not linked to the outcome of the race or the number
of winning tickets
Fixed odds betting
– Each bet is negotiated individually between the betting operator and the punter
– Payout is agreed at the time the bet is sold
– Betting operator profit is directly dependent on the outcome of the race.
–

Exhibit 8

The betting activity encompasses different betting types

Betting type
Pari Mutuel
betting

Description

▪
▪
▪

▪

Fixed odds
betting

▪
▪
▪

Examples of European
operators offering these bets

Share of
horse betting
stakes
(worldwide1)

Bets are placed together in a pool
Final payout is not determined until
the pool is closed and the race is run
Pay-off odds are calculated by sharing
the pool among winning punters after
an automatic take-out (for State, return
to the horse racing sector, the operator's
expenses)
Betting operators' profit is not linked to
the outcome of the race and the number
of winning tickets

74%

Each bet is negotiated individually
between the betting operator and
the punter
Payout is agreed at the time the bet
is sold
Betting operator profit is directly
dependent on the outcome of the race

26%

1 2007 IFHA estimates. Fixed odds are calculated by taking into account bookmakers' margins/profits
SOURCE: EPMA; IFHA
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The health of the horse racing sector strongly correlates to horse betting turnover
A clear correlation exists across 10 European countries between direct employment in
the horse racing sector and horse betting turnover (exhibit 9). This suggests that the
whole sector benefits from betting even though employment with betting operators
represents only a 40 to 45%, roughly, of total employment in the horse racing sector.
Exhibit 9

Horse racing employment is closely correlated
with horse betting turnover

ESTIMATES

Correlation – Horse betting turnover vs. horse racing direct employment
Correlation
coefficient: 0.9

Direct employment
Number
50,000
45,000

France

40,000

UK

35,000
The higher the horse
betting turnover…the
higher the
employment in the
horse racing sector

30,000
25,000 Germany
Finland

20,000

Ireland

Italy

15,000

Austria
Norway
Sweden

10,000
5,000

Switzerland

0
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

14,000

16,000

Horse betting turnover
EUR m

SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; EPMA data; IFHA data
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The underlying financing mechanisms between betting contribution to horse racing funding and
the dynamism of the horse racing sector are demonstrated in the analysis of the clear correlation
between prize money and the number of breeders or number of stallions, mares, foals (cf.,
exhibit 10).
The number of breeders is correlated with total prize money distributed in the country, showing
that prize money (financed partly by bets) is a direct driver of breeding activity.
The number of horses (stallions, mares, foals) is correlated with average prize money, showing
the impact of financial incentives on the number of animals raised.
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Exhibit 10

Horse breeding dynamism is driven by prize money financed
by betting

ESTIMATES

The higher the total prize money, the higher number of breeders (flat, jump, trotting)

Betting operators contribute
to the funding of prize money

Correlation
coefficient: 0.82

Breeders2
Number
14,000

France

12,000

Prize money:
▪ Total prize money: amount of money
distributed by racecourses to reward
winning horses
▪ Average prize money/race: indicator
that illustrates attractiveness of horse
races for owners
Recipients of prize money:
▪ Owners, trainers, jockeys are the
usual players receiving prize money
▪ Distribution rules differ by country
Funding of prize money: it is largely
financed by betting revenues (e.g., in
UK, ~601% of prize money is financed
by the Board collecting a levy on
betting revenues)

10,000

Ireland

8,000

Switzerland

Sweden

6,000
Belgium

4,000

UK

Spain Germany

2,000
0
0

20,000

Norway
40,000

60,000

80,000

100,000

120,000
374,500
Total prize money
EUR, '000

The higher the average prize money/race, the higher number of foals, mares, and stallions
(flat,jump,trotting)
Correlation
coefficient: 0.94

Stallions, mares, foals
Number
45,000

France

40,000
35,000

Ireland
UK

15,000
10,000 Netherlands

Norway

Belgium

5,000

Sweden
Switzerland

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

Average prize money/race
EUR

1 2006 data
2 Estimated as number of thoroughbred breeders + number of trotting breeders
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; IFHA data; UET; European Federation of Thoroughbred Breeders' Associations
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The legal framework is a key factor in horse racing development
Absence of regulation or non-uniform regulation endangers the development of horse
racing
Countries in Europe have adopted different types of legal frameworks (cf., exhibit 11):
•

Countries with no or non uniform regulation:

-

Regulation is not the same for all stakeholders, for example in Germany:
The legal framework requires a contribution from betting operators only for Pari Mutuel
bets,
Off-shored bookmaking is legal and bookmakers (now mostly off-shored) offer higher
returns to punters (no betting tax).

-

… or, regulation does not exist, in Belgium, for example, no money is mandatorily
returned to the horse betting sector (the betting tax is used for other purposes).
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Countries with uniform regulation. In these frameworks, the return to the horse racing
sector is applied consistently to all operators via either of two mechanisms:

•
–

A law enables only racing associations to organize betting,

–

A statutory levy applies to revenues of all betting operators.

Exhibit 11

Two types of legal frameworks structure the return to
the horse racing sector by betting operators

Legal framework
A Lack of / nonuniform regulation

B

Uniform
regulation

Description

Examples

▪

Regulation imposed on betting operators to finance the horse
racing sector is
– Either non uniform. In Germany for example,
▫ Pari Mutuel bets are subject to a return to the horse racing
sector
▫ Bookmaking is not subject to a return to the horse racing
industry
– Or inexistent. In Belgium for example, the tax on betting
turnover is not reallocated to the horse racing sector

▪
▪

Germany

Regulations on return to the horse racing sector are similarly
applied for all bets (when several players are active on a same
market)

▪
▪
▪
▪

France

▪
▪

Globally, 2 kinds of regulations rule the horse racing sector
financing:
– Either a law enabling only racing associations to have
a betting activity
– Or a statutory levy applied on the revenues of all
betting operators

Belgium

Sweden
UK
Ireland

SOURCE: EPMA
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As demonstrated in the German example, non uniform regulation can lead to the decline of the
horse racing industry. The flow of events leading to such a situation is easy to understand and
described in exhibit 12.
Decrease in horse betting turnover led to a reduction in prize money distributed at races:
•

•
•
•

Leading to a decrease in top quality runners (we demonstrated a direct correlation
between amount of prize money and the number of breeders as well as number of
horses);
Leading to a decrease in the quality of racing and closing of racecourses;
Leading to a decrease in the number of punters;
And … leading to a reduction in betting turnover, betting contribution to horse racing
funding and a decrease in the number of employees in the horse racing sector.
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Exhibit 12

A

No/non-uniform regulation can lead to a decline
of the horse racing sector

GERMANY EXAMPLE

Impact – The lower attractiveness of the Pari Mutuel betting operator
destabilizes the whole horse racing sector
German context – Non-uniform
regulation on return
to the horse racing sector

▪

▪

▪

Rationale illustrating the destabilization of the horse racing sector
Fall in betting
contribution

Fall in betting
turnover

Legal framework requires a
contribution from betting operators
only for Pari Mutuel bets1

Fall in prize
money

Fewer jobs in
horse racing

Decrease in topquality runners

Off-shored bookmaking is legal and
bookmakers (now mostly off-shored)
offer higher returns to punters (no
betting tax to be paid, i.e., 16.6%)

Decrease in the
quality of racing
Fewer punters

German Pari Mutuel cannot be as
competitive as bookmaking, leading
to less funding for horse racing
industry

▪

Key figures: the German horse industry has been strongly in decline
since 2001:
– Number of races: -31%
- Number of jockeys: - 44%
– Number of owners: -18%
- Betting turnover: - 54%
– Number of trainers: -42%
- Number of horses in training: -29%

1 This legal obligation concerns both Pari Mutuel operators and bookmakers on the Pari Mutuel bets they collect
SOURCE: EPMA
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In Belgium, the same decline was experienced since 1980. The federal legislation on gambling
did not take into account the contribution to the sector and the point of sales or gambling
agencies where horseracing bets are offered contribute to the State taxation bodies but not to
racing. Only 5 racecourses out of 10 are still active today and the breeding sector is
disappearing, only 35 thoroughbreds’ foals were born in 2008 compared to 325 in 1990, only
429 births in the trotting sector compared to 1763 during the same period.
In uniform regulation frameworks, two models have been developed over time, with
different characteristics
The two different models of horse betting regulation (cf., exhibit 13):
Only Pari Mutuel, as observed in France and Sweden.
Racing associations own betting operators.
As a consequence, all profit from betting (i.e., betting turnover minus returns to punters/betting
operators' costs/taxes paid to governments) is given back to racing associations.
Racing associations distribute the money to the various horse racing sector players, through a
number of mechanisms, (e.g., prize money/bonuses, investments in racecourses).
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This leads to a relatively higher pay back to the horseracing sector and tax collecting bodies
-

The horse racing sector receives 8-13% of betting turnover,

-

Collected betting taxes represent around 12% of betting turnover.

Exhibit 13

Zoom on two main models existing in a context of a uniform regulation
B
Model functioning

Model description
Legend

Pure Pari Mutuel model

Horseracing
professionals

Ownership
relation
Voluntary
payment

Prize money/
bonuses
Racing associations/racecourses
Profit from
betting

Other betting model
(Pari Mutuel and bookmaking)

Pari Mutuel
operator

Horseracing
professionals

Statutory
payment
Voluntary
payment

Payment to Body in charge
of levy
racecourses
collection

Direct payment
(e.g., sponsor fees)
Pari Mutuel
operator

France

Sweden

Legend

Prize money/
bonuses
Racing
associations/
racecourses

Redistribution mechanisms
▪ National racing associations/racecourses own betting operators
▪ As a consequence, the whole profit from betting (i.e., betting
turnover minus returns to punters/betting operators' costs/taxes
paid to governments) is given back to racing associations
▪ Racing associations then distribute the money to the various
horse racing sector players, through a number of mechanisms,
e.g.:
– Prize money/bonuses
– Investments in racing facilities (e.g., racecourses,
training centers)
Guarantee of return to horse racing sector
▪ Systematic return to the horseracing sector is guaranteed as
national racing associations/racecourses own betting operators

Examples
of countries

Levy

Bookmakers

Redistribution mechanisms
▪ Betting operators pay a statutory levy to an independent body
▪ The independent body then allocates the money to the various
horse racing sector players for e.g.,
– The improvement of horse racing and breeds of horses
– The advancement of veterinary science and education
▪ In the UK, main allocations consist in:
– Prize money (~50% of HBLB expenses)
– Integrity services (~30% of HBLB expenses)
Guarantee of return to horse racing sector
▪ The statutory levy scheme is renegotiated on a yearly basis

UK

Ireland

Note: Detailed financial flows in France, Sweden, UK and Ireland are detailed in back-up
SOURCE: McKinsey; EPMA
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Other model, as observed in the UK and Ireland.
Betting operators pay a statutory levy to an independent body.
The independent body then allocates the money to the various horse racing sector stakeholders.
In the UK, the main allocations consist of:
–
–

Prize money (~50% of levy expenses)
Integrity services (~30% of levy expenses)

The statutory levy scheme is renegotiated annually.
Betting industry is strongly developed in these countries. As an example, betting turnover in the
UK is close to GBP 13bn, while it is only EUR 10bn in France, a country similar in size. This can
be explained by cultural aspects, more punters among the adult population, a higher level of
spending (higher return to punters - close to 90% of bets in the UK and Ireland, vs. 70-75% of
bets in France and Sweden).
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Nonetheless, in the other model, the main beneficiaries are the betting operators while in the
only Pari Mutuel model, horseracing receives a higher share of return in relative terms (exhibit
14)
–

Betting operators’ expenses/profits represent about 8-11% of their betting
turnover in UK and Ireland, vs. 5% only in France and Sweden,

–

Taxation bodies and horse racing sector receive a relatively small portion of the
betting turnover (about 0/2% in UK and Ireland).

Detailed financial flows for France, Sweden, Ireland and UK appear in annex 1.
Exhibit 14

B

The distribution of betting turnover is quite
different from one model to the other
Pure Pari Mutuel betting model
Total betting turnover: EUR 9.5 billion

Total betting turnover: ~ GBP 12.9 billion3
Horse racing1
State
Operator
expenses
(incl. profits)
8%
1%
2%

State
12%

Horse racing

Other betting model

8%
Operator expenses 5%

75%
Punters
Total betting turnover: SEK 12 billion
State
12%

89%
Punters
Total betting turnover: ~ EUR 3.7 billion
Operator
Horse
expenses
racing1
(incl. profits)
State2
11%
1%
0%

Horse racing
13%
Operator expenses 5%
70%
Punters

88%

Punters

The pure Pari Mutuel betting model delivers more to:
Horse racing sector (8%-13% of betting turnover) – State (~12% of betting turnover)
1 Including media rights and sponsor fees (analysis including only top 10 sponsors for UK)
2 Betting tax is included in the category "horse racing" since it is integrally redistributed to the horse racing sector
3 Estimates based on IFHA assumptions (89% returns to punters, 97% market share for bookmakers)/UK Tote assumptions (taxes paid by bookmakers = 15% of gross profits)
SOURCE: McKinsey analysis; EPMA; IFHA
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Pari Mutuel operators contribute to horse racing funding more than their relative market
share.
Exhibit 15

Pari Mutuel operators’ direct contribution to horse
racing funding is higher than their relative market share

Direct betting contribution to horseracing
is mainly driven by Pari Mutuel operators
Direct betting contribution
in horseracing funding2

Horse betting stakes

EUR 1.6 bn

EUR 32 bn1

43%

Pari Mutuel
operators

84%

84%

57%
16%

Bookmakers

16%

1 France, Finland, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Sweden, UK. 63% of betting contribution coming from countries where there is no bookmaking activity
2 Excluding horse betting operators' expenses/profits
SOURCE:; EPMA; IFHA; UK Tote
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EPMA Conclusions

The objective of this report is to increase the knowledge about the horseracing sector in order to
understand the mechanisms in favour of its development and act towards the improvement or
modification of such mechanisms.
The report shows that the sector’s dynamism depends on a coherent legal framework
guaranteeing on a long term basis and at a certain level, the return from betting through the
Prize Money that is paid to the professionals of racing. It also shows that Pari Mutuel contributes
much more than the other betting models to the financing of the horseracing industry.
Thanks to this work, we can also provide a set of relevant indicators which illustrate the health of
the horseracing sectors in various European countries and will enable a regular monitoring of
their evolution.
As we argue for the implementation or the preservation of funding mechanisms that secure a
proper and regular financial flow to the horseracing industry, ongoing national reforms on
gambling gives us a unique opportunity to share our values, model and best practices. The
following points are essential to meet sustainable development of horseracing and should
therefore appear in legislative frameworks:
-

-

all agreed forms of betting must compete on equal legal grounds as far as tax and
horseracing funding are concerned. As demonstrated in our study, regulation that
discriminate betting operators that financially support horseracing can lead to a rapid
decline of the horseracing industry.
the level of return to players should not be a competitive tool (and therefore should be
upper limited) to protect players and match funding requirements.

These requirements are consistent with the conclusions of the European Parliament Report
adopted in March 2009 on the integrity of online gambling that asks governments to take steps
to regulate online and offline gambling with the objectives to protect consumers and sport
competitions.

* * *
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Annexes

1 - Mapping of financial flows within the horseracing industry

FRANCE

Mapping of financial flows within the horseracing industry
Indirect flow

Horseracing professionals
Trainers/Jockeys

Others

Breeders

Equine industry excluding
horseracing industry
(e.g., riding clubs, breeding
of horses for non-racing
purposes)

Owners

Prize money
and premiums
~EUR 487m

Owners' contributions
to races
~EUR 9.63m

Subsidies via
Fund Eperon2
EUR 9.7m

FRANCE

Limited flow

Main flow

Indirect subvention
via the state
budget (e.g.,
subsidies granted
to Les Haras
Nationaux)

Sociétés de Course (Cheval Francais, France Galop) – Racecourses
Activity including the organization of ~18,000 races, investments in racing facilities
On-race
expenses1
EUR 7.9m
Racegoers

Media
rights
EUR
0.7m4
Broadcasters

Sponsor
fees
EUR 5.5

Sponsors
Winnings
EUR 7.1bn

Net result
EUR 736m

Betting organizers
Off-course (PMU)
On-course (PMH)
Bets
EUR 9.5bn

Other taxes (CSG/CRDS)
EUR 157m
State
Tax on betting revenues +
VAT EUR 961m

Punters
1 Including only sales of admission tickets
2 Eperon fund subsidies regional and national equestrian projects (investments/actions)
3 Part of the money paid by owners to racecourses are then redistributed to them (e.g., money reinvested in prize money)
4 Excluding international exploitation of rights for betting purposes

Direct employment in the horse
racing industry: ~45 000
▪ Breeders: ~865
▪ Trainers: ~1765
▪ Jockeys: ~3100
▪ Betting organization: ~16,500

SOURCE: McKinsey; Literature (France Galop; PMU AR; IFHA; Fédération Nationale des Courses Françaises,Annuaire Ecus); Interviews
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SWEDEN

Mapping of financial flows within the horse racing industry
Swedish example

Indirect flow

Horse racing industry
Trainers/Jockeys

Breeders

Others

Equine industry excluding
horseracing industry
(e.g., riding clubs, breeding
of horses for non-racing
purposes)

Owners

Trainers expenses
on race tracks
SEK 60m

Funding including:
▪ University programs
in equine studies
▪ Equine research
and clinics

Prize money
~SEK 500m

Indirect
subvention
via the
State
budget

Trainers' and
breeders'
bonuses
~SEK 356 m

Contribution to NHS
~SEK 43 m

Other (VAT)
SEK 110 m

ATG1
Winnings
SEK 8.4 bn
Broadcasters

Main flow

National Horse Council
Foundation (NHS)

Race tracks and national racing associations (STC Swedish Trotting Association and SG-Swedish
Jockey Club)
On-race
Media
Sponsor
expenses3
rights4
fees
Redistribution
SEK 95 m
SEK 0
SEK 60 m
SEK 1.2 bn

Racegoers

Limited flow

SWEDEN

State
Bets
SEK 12.0 bn2

Sponsors
Punters

1 ATG is owned by STC (90%) and SG (10%); it has a state license to arrange betting on horse racing
2 Excluding betting from foreign countries (~SEK 1bn)
3 Excluding on-race betting
4 Broadcasters do not pay for media rights on horse races

SOURCE: McKinsey; Literature (2007 ATG annual report, NHS); Interviews
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Totalisator tax
SEK 1.3 bn
Direct employment in the horse
racing industry: ~3,000
▪ Breeders: ~500
▪ Trainers: ~500
▪ Jockeys: ~400
▪ Betting organization: ~500
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IRELAND

Mapping of financial flows within the horseracing industry
Irish example

Limited flow

IRELAND
Main flow

Horseracing professionals
Trainers/Jockeys

Breeders

Others

Owners

Sponsors1

Prize money
EUR 6.8m

Prize money
EUR 51.2m

Prize money
EUR 1.8m
Prize money
EUR 17.2m

Investment
for race
courses2
Race courses
On-race
expenses
EUR 47m
Racegoers

Media
rights3
EUR
~10m

Sponsor
fees
EUR
0.1m

European
Breeders Fund

HRI
Payment to
racecourses
EUR 0.6m

Dividend
EUR NA

HRI funding from Horse
and Greyhound Fund
EUR 60.9m

On-Course
betting levy5
EUR 0.8m

Broadcasters4

State
Bookmakers5

Tote Ireland
Winnings
EUR 43m

Bets
EUR 55m

Winnings
EUR 3 186m

Bets
Betting tax4
EUR 3 621m EUR 36.6m

Punters
1 13% of sponsorship comes from bookmakers
2 HRI funds some of the capital developments for the racecourses.
3 Based on publicly available data (~10% of media rights purchased by Irish bookmakers and 90% by UK bookmakers)
4 1% of betting shop tax and 0.5% of taxation on on-track bets
5 Estimates for horse racing betting from on-line and off-line bookmaking including SP shops. Only SP shops contribute to betting tax.

SOURCE: McKinsey; Literature (Tote Ireland, IFHA); Interviews
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Direct employment in the
horse racing industry: ~20,270
▪ Breeders: ~9,530
▪ Trainers: ~450
▪ Jockeys: ~200
▪ Betting organization: ~4,200
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UNITED-KINGDOM

Mapping of financial flows within the horseracing industry
UK example

Indirect flow

Trainers

Trainers/Jockeys
Jockeys

Limited flow

Main flow

Equine industry excluding
horseracing industry
(e.g., riding clubs, breeding
of horses for non-racing
purposes)

Horseracing industry

Breeders

UK

Others

Owners
Prize
money
N/A

Prize money
GBP 57 m

Grant
supporting rare
breeds
GBP 0.2 m

Payment to
race courses2
Race courses
On-race
Media
expenses
rights
1
GBP150 m GBP
55m
RaceBroadgoers
casters

Payment to
racecourses
GBP 5.5 m

Levy
GBP 8.8 m

Levy
GBP 108 m
GPT on bets
GBP 8m

Sponsors4

Bookmakers5

UK Tote
Winnings
GBP 292 m

Indirect subvention
via the state budget

HBLB3

~GBP 35 m

Sponsor fees
>GBP GBP >GBP
14 m
4m 8m

Grant to British
Horseracing education
GBP 0.7 m

Bets
GBP
376m

Winnings
GBP
11.2 bn
Punters

1 Excluding on-race betting, assuming average on-race expenses amount to GBP 26 (2003 estimate by UK Tote)
2 Including ~GBP 22m of BHA's fixture & regulatory fees; ~GBP 9.5m for pension payments and ~GBP 4.5 for HFL Ltd
3 Main expenditures (>80%) of HBLB are represented. Total 07/08 HBLB expenditures amount to ~GBP 112m
4 Excluding UK Tote and bookmakers
5 Estimates based on IFHA assumptions (89% of betting turnover returned to punters, 97% market share for bookmakers on horse betting)
6 Estimates based on UK Tote assumptions (GPT tax paid by bookmakers=15% of total gross profits)
7 Based on Deloitte estimates and PMU assumptions (40% of the 42 000 employees in the betting sector work specifically on horse betting)

Bets
GBP
12.5 bn

GBP6
~207m

State

Direct employment in the horse
racing industry: ~38,0007
▪ Breeders: ~6,0007
▪ Trainers: ~6,0407
▪ Jockeys: ~6207
▪ Betting organization: ~17,3007
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SOURCE: McKinsey; Literature (HBLB AR, UK Tote AR, IFHA, British Horseracing Authority; Interviews
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2 - Area needed to produce horse feed
Perimeter: horse population/area for feed

Agricultural
Permanent
land (1000ha) grazing land
(1000 ha)
Austria
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Luxemburg
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Slovenia
Slovakia
Spain
Sweden
Total

3,263
1,386
4,259
2,589
834
2,266
29,569
17,030
16,956
8,359
5,864
4,227
14,694
1,734
129
1,921
1,036
15,906
508
1,941
29,030
3,219
166,720

1,810
519
974
345
231
26
9,934
4,929
11,180
4,600
1,057
3,010
4,411
629
67
980
169
3,387
305
524
10,400
513

Area needed
to produce
horse feed
(ha/horse)
1.39
0.9
1.49
1.11
1.64
1.35
1.05
0.99
0.87
2.21
1.87
0.75
1.78
2
1.2
1.04
1.37
1.66
2
1.67
1.73
1.18
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Agricultural area
Total
utilized to produce
number of
horse feed (%) horses
calculation
4%
100,000
19%
300,000
2%
64,126
6%
150,000
1%
4,900
5%
77,000
3%
900,000
6%
1,000,000
5%
1,000,000
1%
27,000
2%
60,000
1%
80,000
4%
300,000
2%
13,600
4%
4,490
22%
400,000
6%
45,000
3%
320,000
9%
22,000
1%
8,000
3%
559,598
10%
280,000
5,715,714

Total area
needed to
produce horse
feed (ha)
139000
270000
95547.74
166500
8036
103950
945000
990000
870000
59670
112200
60000
534000
27200
5388
416000
61650
531200
44000
13360
968104.54
330400
6,751,206
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Fintoto Oy, Finland
German Tote GmbH, Germany
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Pari Mutuel Urbain (P.M.U.), France
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(U.N.I.R.E.), Italy
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